
MATHEMATICS

CLASS-IV

Chapter1 (Revision)

Chapter 2 (Roman Numerals)



Chapter 1 Revision

I. The smallest 4 digits number is-------------

II. The largest 4 digits number formed by using 6,8,3 
and 2 is--------------

III. The successor of 6899 is----------

IV. The smallest 4 digit number formed by using 6,8,3 
and2 is -----------

V. The place value of ------------ always remains the 
same.

Q1.)   Fill in the Blanks



Q2.) Compare

• 1001            996

• 5406           5460

• 9990           9909

• 3214           3124

Q4.) Write the smallest 4 

digit number using each of  

the digits only once

• 8, 5, 1, 6

• 5, 7, 0,2

Q3.) Simplify
• 6908 - 4929 + 623
• 8000 - 3123 +2534

Q5.) Multiply
• 146 x 45
• 116 x 74

Q6.) What must be 

added to 3689 to get 

5011?

Q7.) The difference of  two 

numbers is 5689. If  the 

smaller of  the two is 1796. 

What is the larger one?



Q8.Choose the correct unit of measurement(g, m, l , ml )

a) Height of a tree

b) Weight of a book 

c) Nasal drop in a bottle 

d) Oil in a oil tanker

Q9.Find out the quotient and remainder in each case.

a)  306      8                              b)   3008     7
c)  9917      9                              d)    4000     6  



Q10.State whether each of the following 
statement is true or false.

a)A line has no end points  
b)A ray has a definite length
c)A cuboid has 8 edges and 8 vertices
d)A cone and a sphere have only one edge



Chapter 2

Roman Numerals



As you have learnt in class 3 about the reading and writing of Roman numerals up 
to 39(XXXIX).                                                                                                                

Now we will extend our learning of reading and writing up to 100.

Remember  ---- There is no concept of ZERO(0) in Roman numerals   

Assignment based on previous knowledge

Q1)  Write the Roman numerals for the following

a) 12                       b) 15                  c)  9             d) 10         e) 34               f) 27

Q2.Write the Hindu Arabic for the following

a)XXXIX                b)XXIV             c)XVIII      d)XIX       e)XVI            f) XXXIII

Now we proceed to  the next part of our learning



There are 7 symbols in the Roman Numerals i.e.
• I – 1
• V – 5
• X – 10
• L – 50
• C – 100
• D – 500
• M – 1000
From these seven symbols we can make any Hindu Arabic numerals to 

Roman numerals by using certain rules.

Rule 1.
II represents 1+1 = 2 , means repetition of symbols refers to addition so 

XX means 10+10 = 20
Rule 2.
V, L, D cannot be repeated.
I, X, C, M can be repeated maximum three times.
Rule 3.
XI means 10+1 = 11 i.e. If the smaller value (I) is written towards right 

of higher value (X) it means addition.



Rule 4. 
IX means 10 – 1 = 9 i.e. If the smaller value (I) is written towards left 
of the higher value (X) means it is subtraction.

Using all these rules we can write any Hindu Arabic numerals into 
Roman numerals.
So, let us have some practice
a. )  50 = L
b. )  62 = 50 + 10 + 2 = LXII
c. )  75 =  50 + 10 + 10 + 5 = LXXV

HOTS

* 500 = D
445 = 400 + 40 + 5

=  ( 500 – 100 ) + 40 + 5
=  CDXLV



WORKSHEET

1.) Write all the Roman numerals from 1 to 100.

2.) Which of the following are meaningless ?
a.) CV   b.) CI     c.) LI      d.)  VC

3.)  Compare and put the correct symbol <, > or  =  in the placeholders
a.) XCIII      CXIII
b.) CDXL       CDLX
c.) CXLIX        CLXXXIX
d.) CCXXVI         CCXXIX



Q4) Give the answer in Roman numerals.

a)  XXV+ XL     b)  LXIII+XII      c)  LXX+XXX      d)  IX+ XV+XX

Q5) Write the predecessor and the successor  for the given Roman numerals.

a)  IX                b) XLV               c)  XXIII             d)  XVI          e)  XLII

Q6)Write the Roman numerals for the year you were born in and the current year.  
(HOTS)

Thank you 


